The purpose of this bulletin is to inform appointing authorities of the appointment maximum assignments for broadband pay ranges 07-02 and 70-02. Please see the attached pages for the appropriate appointment maximums.

This bulletin replaces Bulletin CLR/PP-206/CBB 112, which should be discarded. This bulletin has been updated to reflect the abolishment of nonrepresented pay range 70-01 and represented pay range 07-01. Pay ranges 70-01 and 07-01 classifications were deleted from this bulletin because they have been reassigned to pay ranges 81-03 and 07-03, respectively. Pay ranges 81-03 and 07-03 have only one appointment maximum.

NOTE: There are circumstances in which current state employees may be appointed at rates exceeding the designated appointment maximum. Refer to Section I of the 2003-05 Compensation Plan and Appendix A of the 2001-03 WPEC collective bargaining agreement for additional information.

Contact Points:

Questions regarding the information provided in this bulletin may be directed to Wil Mickelson at (608) 266-0714 or Dana Denny at (607) 267-0342 or by e-mail at wil.mickelson@der.state.wi.us or dana.denny@der.state.wi.us.
Appointment Maximums in effect as of July 2003

**REPRESENTED WPEC INFORMATION SYSTEMS: PAY RANGE 07-02**

**Pay Range 07-02**

*Appointment Maximum 1*  The following **Classifications** in pay range 07-02 are assigned to appointment maximum one (1). Any classifications created in the future, by default, will be assigned to appointment maximum one (1) unless a new bulletin is published stating the **classification** is assigned to appointment maximum two (2).

- IS Business Automation Specialist
- IS Comprehensive Services Specialist
- IS Enterprise Data Services Specialist
- IS Enterprise Network Services Specialist
- IS Enterprise Systems Development Services Specialist
- IS Enterprise Technical Services Specialist
- IS Network Services Specialist
- IS Systems Development Services Specialist* *excludes subtitles for IS Applications Technology Specialist and IS Project Leader Specialist
- IS Technical Services Specialist

*Appointment Maximum 2*  The remaining **classifications and subtitles** in pay range 07-02 are assigned to appointment maximum two (2). They include the following:

**Consultants/Administrators**

- IS Business Automation Consultant/Administrator
- IS Comprehensive Services Consultant/Administrator
- IS Data Services Consultant/Administrator
- IS Enterprise Data Services Consultant/Administrator
- IS Enterprise Network Services Consultant/Administrator
- IS Enterprise Strategic Planning Services Consultant/Administrator
- IS Enterprise Systems Development Services Consultant/Administrator
- IS Enterprise Technical Services Consultant/Administrator
- IS Network Services Consultant/Administrator
- IS Systems Development Services Consultant/Administrator
- IS Technical Services Consultant/Administrator

**Specialists**

- IS Data Services Specialist
- IS Enterprise Strategic Planning Services Specialist

*Subtitles* within the IS Systems Development Services Specialist:
- IS Applications Technology Specialist
- IS Project Leader Specialist
Attachment 2

Appointment Maximums in effect as of July 2003

**NONREPRESENTED INFORMATION SYSTEMS: PAY RANGE 70-02**

Pay Range 70-02

*Appointment Maximum 1*  Currently, there are only two classifications in pay range 70-02 that are assigned to appointment maximum one (1). These classifications are:

  IS Specialist - Confidential
  IS Specialist - Management

Any classifications created in the future, by default, will be assigned to appointment maximum one (1) unless a new bulletin is published stating the classification is assigned to appointment maximum two (2).

*Appointment Maximum 2*  The remaining classifications in pay range 70-02 are assigned to appointment maximum two (2). They are as follows:

  Enterprise Information Technology Training Consultant
  Information Systems Supervisor 2
  Information Technology Management Consultant
  IS Consultant - Confidential
  IS Consultant – Management
  Management Information Chief